IAC Acoustics Expands on the IAC Virtual Platform
Introducing our Cloud Based Software tool for Acoustic Enclosures
N. Aurora – February 14, 2019 – IAC Acoustics, a division of Sound Seal, and a leading manufacturer of metal
noise control products and solutions serving the industrial, commercial, architectural, and construction industries, is
pleased to introduce the Moduline® Virtual Enclosure Tool. This is the latest addition to our IAC virtual platform.
IAC Virtual is a cloud-based design, development and quoting tool that simplifies and streamlines the enclosure
quoting process for our valued reps, allowing them to generate and distribute customer quotes at the click of a
button
Key Features of the IAC Virtual Moduline® Enclosure Tool Include:


Four standard enclosure configurations to choose from



All available design accessories including doors, windows and ventilation are available within the tool to
complete your enclosure.



Our Auto-Save feature saves your work as you go.



Cloning of a project allows for faster output and quote generation.



Allows for the client to Save and re-visit multiple projects anytime, anywhere



Compatible with smartphone and tablet devices

“We are beyond excited to expand our virtual tool offering to include Moduline Enclosures. The HVAC tool that we
launched back in 2017 has allowed our customers and the acoustic community the freedom and functionality to
design and develop the solutions they need, when they need them,” said Jennifer Chagnon, Marketing Director for
Sound Seal. IAC Acoustics prides itself on being a valued partner to our rep network. The Moduline Virtual Tool
demonstrates the steps we are taking to live up to that promise.
“Configure, Price & Quote (CPQ) tools are the way to go and in the next 12-24 months Sound Seal will significantly
increase the adoption of these tools across all of our Divisions under the concept of the IAC and Sound Seal Virtual
Tools,” said Joe Lupone, CEO for Sound Seal. “This investment in technology will improve how we work with our
channel partners and enable us to pull away as the easiest and most efficient supplier to do business with.”
###
About IAC Acoustics
IAC Acoustics, A division of Sound Seal, leads the market in metal noise control system products and solutions,
including HVAC silencers, acoustic louvers, sound control architectural doors and windows, and sound proof
rooms. For more information, please visit www.iacacoustics.com
About Sound Seal
Sound Seal is the leading manufacturer of acoustical noise control products offering the broadest product selection
in the soundproofing industry. Sound Seal offers acoustical products and solutions for in-plant and exterior
Industrial applications, Interior Finishes for Architectural applications and Floor Underlayment products. For more
information, please visit www.soundseal.com
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